






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































On Numeral Nouns Containing “1" 
Miyako INOUE 
It has been pointed out that there is a great difference 
between “one" and “two or more." However， no study has treated 
the phenomena in detail. This paper， based on a large number of 
examples， observes the unique grammatical behavior of numeral 
nouns containing one which is different from that of numeral nouns 
containing two or more. 
N umeral nouns containing one have two distinct grammatical 
patterns of behavior. The first is adverbialization in the single form. 
The second is function change to toritate when a numeral noun 
containing one follows a noun， which is typical in the case of 
“abstract noun + hitoおu."This functional change to toritate is classi-
fied into two types， according to the type of predicate (affirmative 
or negative). When a numeral noun containing one co-occurs with a 
negative predicate， itappears with the case particle zero， and shows 
the meaning and usage close to that of“-sae." With an affirmative 
predicate， ittypically appears with the instrumental case particle 
“-de" and shows the meaning and usage like that of“-dake." 
Numeral nouns containing one generate abstraction and express the 
meaning of“the minimum" and “limited" on this condition. 
As above， in the case of adverbialization and functional 
change to toritate， numeral nouns containing one lose and weaken 
their function as nouns in two aspects; (a) They lose the original 
meaning and usage， that is，“to indicate number and quantity." (b) 
They are used in a less variety of cases and fixed in a specific case 
form. 
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